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Abstract: The introduction of the Web 2.0 era and the associated emergence of social media platforms
opened an interdisciplinary research domain, wherein a growing number of studies are focusing on
the interrelationship of social media usage and perceived individual social capital. The primary aim of
the present study is to introduce the existing measurement techniques of social capital in this domain,
explore trends, and offer promising directions and implications for future research. Applying the
method of a scoping review, a set of 80 systematically identified scientific publications were analyzed,
categorized, grouped and discussed. Focus was placed on the employed viewpoints and measurement
techniques necessary to tap into the possible consistencies and/or heterogeneity in this domain in
terms of operationalization. The results reveal that multiple views and measurement techniques are
present in this research area, which might raise a challenge in future synthesis approaches, especially
in the case of future meta-analytical contributions.
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1. Introduction

The launch of Web 2.0 at the turn of the 21st century enabled a communication revolution. This was
followed by the rapid emergence of diverse social media platforms, of which Friendster was one of
the first globally known ones; in turn, a growing scientific interest started to characterize the present
era [1,2]. This concentrated attention brought up a heterogeneous set of terminological approaches for
the novel phenomenon termed “social media” (SM) [3].

Scientific publications in this domain commonly highlight the interactive function of the platforms
in question. Furthermore, their services that offer instant communication, extended with possibilities
offered as user-generated content (UGC) such as liking, sharing, and commenting. Based on such
reasons, one of the most widely used definitions in this area of research is offered by Kaplan and
Haenlein (2010), according to whom social media platforms are “internet-based applications that
build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation
and exchange of user generated content” [4]. VanMeter et al. (2015) stated that such platform
is an interactive one, which “allows social actors to create and share in multi-way, immediate
and contingent communications” [3]. The core nature of social media platforms is the purpose of
enhancement and maintenance of individual user relationships; therefore, SM use can be considered
as an investment in social relationships [5]. The exponential user base growth on a plethora of
social media platforms has a multitude of individual, underlying reasons, from which this paper
will tap into the human drive for social interactions and engagement, and evolutionary phenomena
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(e.g., survival, reproduction), facilitated by cooperation and trust, leading to the perception of an
individual’s reputation.

The human need to belong is a widely discussed psychological phenomenon [6]. There are
empirical suggestions for the influence of this drive on college students’ social media use, manifesting
in interaction and social engagement [7]. The need for belongingness appeared in Maslow’s [8] theory
of human motivation, which is manifesting itself on today’s social media platforms. Drawing back to
the thoughts of Baumeister and Leary (1995), this motivation leads individuals to enhanced efforts to
broaden and strengthen their social connections. As discussed in the previous social media literature,
belongingness and self-representation [9] are considered among the primary reasons for social media
use [10]. Taking into of Lin’s (2001) definition, social capital is the “investment in social relations with
expected returns in the marketplace” [11]. Under these circumstances, individual social media presence
is indeed influenced by the drive for belongingness, paired with expected returns, which, under these
circumstances, indicates enhanced social ties and the possibility of leveraging social support [12].

Considering the exponential growth of the global user base and the diversity of social media
platforms, which have become part of humanity’s everyday lives, the measurement of individual
social capital on social media has become a crucial area of investigation. The expected and perceived
returns, which characterize this phenomenon make it essential for scientists to empirically examine
and quantify their potential impacts on the lives of individuals at a global scale. Therefore, emerging
scientific attention has turned to operationalize and validate social capital scales, the evaluation of
which can possibly describe this phenomenon in detail.

There are indications, however, that there are possible inconsistencies present regarding the
measurement techniques of perceived individual social capital. Williams (2006) pointed out, based on
the theories of Putnam (2000), that the bridging and bonding dimensions of the cultural view of
social capital are not orthogonal (cf. ibid., pp. 596–597), which can lead to possible measurement
discrepancies. Further concerns suggested that the distinction between bridging and bonding social
capital is rather ad hoc [13]; therefore, their treatment in such manner can possibly lead to harmful
consequences [14]. Additional critics [14] highlighted the issue that Granovetter’s seminal works about
the implications of weak and strong social ties [15,16], which indicated that weak ones are possibly
more important than strong ones, are dominating this research field [17].

In this manner, this investigation aims to scope the presently existing measurement techniques and
trends in this research area. No hypotheses were set in this study, reflecting on its exploratory nature.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. In the next section, we present a terminological outline
of the existing social capital theories. This leads to differentiation regarding online and offline social
capital. The birth and theoretical development of this phenomenon is then presented. This includes
a discussion of the cultural and multidimensional views of social capital, as subjects of the vast majority
of publications operationalizing social capital. The items of measurement are detailed. This is followed
by a presentation of the research methodology, aiming to explore past scientific research measuring
social capital, paying attention to possible inconsistencies regarding operationalization techniques.
The results are presented next, followed by the conclusions, limitations of the present paper, and future
research suggestions.

2. Literature Review

Social capital terminology has undergone a substantial transformation since its birth. As a possible
reason for such diversity, Fine (2010) [18] highlighted that previous research practices applied
an appropriate definition matching the particular application in question [19–22]. According to
Bourdieu, social capital is the “aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to
possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance
and recognition” [23], emphasizing that it is a form of capital, measurable on an individual or group
level, characterizing embedded relationships between individuals. Furthermore, Coleman defines
social capital as an accumulation of resources stemming from various individual relationships [24].
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Portes highlighted the importance of the structure of such relationships, wherein the actors of this
phenomenon are located [22], while Fukuyama underlined the importance of co-operation among
individuals, which promotes social capital [25].

According to Putnam, social capital is social networks associated with the norms of reciprocity,
indicating that the phenomenon itself jointly describes these networks and their effects on participating
individuals. [26] However, to offer a brief outlook regarding the up to date inconsistencies regarding
social capital discussed in detail by Fine [18], the argument of social capital being the cause, the effect,
or the process itself, is a matter of present scientific debates as well [27].

The emergence of Web 2.0 brought further developments regarding the theory and parallel
development of the applied measurement techniques of social capital, distinguishing between online
and offline contexts, with research indicating that the use of the Internet is associated with trust and
community involvement enhancement. [28] The impact of the Internet as a surrogate and a supplement
of human communication has been discussed widely in scientific research, the focus of which has been
e-mail usage [29], or the functions of chat rooms in idea sharing and political participation [30] in the
early stages of Internet studies in social capital research.

With the emergence of computer-mediated social networks, the discussion of the associations
between social capital and individual tie strength research, investigating both strong and weak ties
in an online context based on Granovetter’s social tie theories [15,16], opened a new research field.
The aim for the development of online social capital became one of the core aspects of empirical research,
a milestone of which was the development and validation of the first comprehensive online social
capital scale by Williams [27]. To better understand the importance and details of this contribution, it is
essential to discuss the most widely discussed, existing views of social capital theory. This is crucial to
grasp the context of this scale, which still has one of the most noted impacts in the present, empirical
social capital research measured on social media.

The birth of social capital as a scientific phenomenon is unclear [18]. According to Hofer and
Aubert (2013), Lyda Hanifan’s article from 1916 [31] can be seen as a possible theoretical root [32].
Hanifan’s rediscovery during the beginning of the 21st century can be potentially attributed to an
article by Putnam and Goss (2002), in which the authors stated that her definition encompassed all of
the crucial elements identified ones in contemporary science [33].

The beginning of the 1980s marked its first concentrated attention through the works of French
radical sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, joined by American rational choice sociologist James Coleman,
who started elaborating on this topic in the late 1980s and early 1990s [34]. Robert Putnam’s
investigations during the turn of the century [26] took an important scientific step towards, through the
definition and conceptualization of bridging and bonding social capital. This based on Granovetter’s
works on social tie strength [15,16], wherein he proposed that strong social ties (e.g., family or friends)
are not valuable for an individual in the process of a new job acquisition. However, weak social ties
(i.e., the vast network of acquaintances) are beneficial for the individual in question [15]. Based on
Granovetter’s seminal works, Putnam (2000) proposed that a person’s bridging social capital (i.e.,
weak social ties) is valuable for the acquisition of previously unknown, new information, while the
function of bonding social capital refer to an individual’s strongest ties, is the provision of social and
emotional support (cf., [35]).

In parallel to the previously described cultural view of social capital [23,24,26], and theorists of
the structural view [3,8,18], the turn of the century marked Nahapiet and Goshal’s seminal work (1998).
This work elaborated on the multidimensional view of social capital, segmenting it into structural
(i.e., social interaction ties), relational (i.e., shared language, cultural understanding) and cognitive
(i.e., trust, norms, obligations, identification) dimensions [36].

Social capital has been put into relationship analyses with enormously diverse phenomena.
Fine (2010) offered several curious examples [18] (e.g., the prevention of deforestation [37], skin color as
a factor in marriage prospects [38], or pets as social capital conduits [39]). The most promising research
platforms in social capital studies are social media platforms, building upon belongingness as a human
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drive, and social engagement. The shared question of such studies is, whether or not the use of social
media affects the individual’s perception of the social capital of the self and the perceived social support
(see the meta-analysis of Domahidi, 2018 [40]). As a result, the number of papers is growing rapidly,
in which the perceived individual social capital is analyzed on social media platforms [41].

The different aspects, viewpoints, and theoretical considerations in terms of social capital raise
the question of how these are operationalized for further empirical investigation and evidence.
The development of measurement techniques was already urged by Quan-Haase and Wellmann in
2004, who argued for its necessity based on the accelerated emergence of the Internet in parallel to
the development of social capital [42]. Following this call, Williams (2006) created the Internet Social
Capital Scale (ISCS), consisting of two scales proposed to measure bridging, and bonding social capital,
respectively, including 10-10 measurement items, based on Putnam’s (2000) conceptualization. [27]
These scales were extended and modified [1], wherein the bridging and bonding social capital of
Michigan State University (MSU) students was measured. The aim was the analysis of student
social capital, the intensity of Facebook use and further control variables. In this article, the authors
introduced the definition and measurement of maintained social capital as well, which refers to such
prior, high school social connections of students that were later maintained during their time spent in
higher education.

The following table aims to introduce the measurement items of the ISCS [27], in comparison to
those items that were included in the seminal work of Ellison et al. (2007) (cf. Table 1).

Table 1 illustrates that Ellison et al. (2007) adapted five statements from the ISCS, slightly adjusting
the statements to the MSU context, while they operationalized and validated a scale for maintained
social capital as well. Therefore, Table 1 presents the five distinct measurement items of this social
capital construct as well.

The dichotomous handling of bridging and bonding social capital has raised concerns. As Williams
(2006) pointed out, these constructs “are not mutually exclusive, [ . . . ], they are oblique rather than
orthogonal to one another” [27]. Their treatment as distinctive constructs can result in harmful
consequences; therefore, they should be handled as oblique ones [14]. Further critics noted that the
distinction between bridging and bonding social capital measurement instruments is rather ad hoc [13].
Additionally, based on the wide recognition of Granovetter (1973), which highlighted the importance
of weak social ties, academic research tended to highlight the existence of this phenomenon and sought
evidence for its underpinning [17]. This has also generated concerns in recent studies [14].

The development of the measurement constructs in the multidimensional view of social capital
followed a different path in operationalization (see [4], pp. 140–157, for a critical summary) from
the end of the 1990s until 2006. This marked the year of the publication of the article by Chiu et al.
(2006), which created and validated a comprehensive set of items for all three studied social capital
dimensions (i.e., structural, relational, cognitive) (Table 2) [43].

The history of measurement development in the multidimensional view of social capital reached
a milestone with the seminal work of Chiu et al. (2006), which built upon the work of Tsai and
Goshal (1998). The definition of the structural dimension as social interaction ties, the relational one
as trustworthiness and trust, and the cognitive one as shared vision (in an enterprise setting) was
defined by these authors. They created a standardized betweenness index for the evaluation of social
interaction ties, while standardized in-degree, centrality was calculated for the measurement of trust
and trustworthiness. The cognitive dimension was measured through two Likert-scale items [44].
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Table 1. Comparison of measurement items from Williams’ Internet Social Capital Scale (ISCS) with measurement items from Ellison et al. (2007). MSU: Michigan
State University.

Online/Offline Bridging SC [27] Online/Offline Bonding SC [27] Bridging SC [1] Bonding SC [1] Maintained SC [1]

Interacting with people
online/offline makes me interested
in things that happen outside my

town

There are several people online/offline I trust
to help solve my problems I feel I am part of the MSU community There are several people at MSU I trust

to solve my problems

I’d be able to find out about events in
another town from a high school

acquaintance living there

Interacting with people
online/offline makes me want to try

new things

There is someone online/offline I can turn to
for advice about making very important

decisions
I am interested in what goes on at MSU If I needed an emergency loan of $100, I

know someone at MSU I can turn to
If I needed to, I could ask a high school
acquaintance to do a small favor for me

Interacting with people
online/offline makes me interested

in what people unlike me are
thinking

There is no one online/offline that I feel
comfortable talking to about intimate

personal problems. (reversed)
MSU is a good place to be

There is someone at MSU I can turn to
for advice about making very

important decisions

I’d be able to stay with a high school
acquaintance if traveling to a different city

Talking with people online/offline
makes me curious about other

places in the world

When I feel lonely, there are several people
online/offline I can talk to.

I would be willing to contribute money
to MSU after graduation

The people I interact with at MSU
would be good job references for me

I would be able to find information about a
job or internship from a high school

acquaintance

Interacting with people
online/offline makes me feel like

part of a larger community

If I needed an emergency loan of $500, I
know someone online/offline I can turn to.

Interacting with people at MSU makes
me want to try new things

I do not know people at MSU well
enough to get them to do anything

important (reversed)

It would be easy to find people to invite to
my high school reunion

Interacting with people
online/offline makes me feel

connected to the bigger picture

The people I interact with online/offline
would put their reputation on the line for me.

Interacting with people at MSU makes
me feel like a part of a larger

community

Interacting with people
online/offline reminds me that

everyone in the world is connected

The people I interact with online/offline
would be good job references for me.

I am willing to spend time to support
general MSU activities

I am willing to spend time to
support general online/offline

community activities

The people I interact with online/offline
would share their last dollar with me.

At MSU, I come into contact with new
people all the time

Interacting with people
online/offline gives me new people

to talk to

I do not know people online/offline well
enough to get them to do anything important.

(reversed)

Interacting with people at MSU
reminds me that everyone in the world

is connected

Online/Offline, I come in contact
with new people all the time

The people I interact with online/offline
would help me fight an injustice.
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Table 2. Social capital dimensions, subscales and respective measurement items based on Chiu et al. (2006).

Social Capital Dimension Subscale Measurement Item Number Measurement Item Statement

structural dimension social interaction ties

1. I maintain close social relationships with some members in the BlueShop virtual
community.

2. I spend a lot of time interacting with some members in the BlueShop virtual
community.

3. I know some members in the BlueShop virtual community on a personal level.

4. I have frequent communication with some members in the BlueShop virtual
community.

relational dimension

trust

1. Members in the BlueShop virtual community will not take advantage of others even
when the opportunity arises.

2. Members in the BlueShop virtual community will always keep the promises they
make to one another.

3. Members in the BlueShop virtual community would not knowingly do anything to
disrupt the conversation.

4. Members in the BlueShop virtual community behave in a consistent manner.
5. Members in the BlueShop virtual community are truthful in dealing with one another.

norm of reciprocity 1. I know that other members in the BlueShop virtual community will help me, so it is
only fair to help other members.

2. I believe that members in the BlueShop virtual community would help me if I need it.

identification

1. I feel a sense of belonging towards the BlueShop virtual community.
2. I have the feeling of togetherness or closeness in the BlueShop virtual community.
3. I have a strong positive feeling toward the BlueShop virtual community.
4. I am proud to be a member of the BlueShop community.

cognitive dimension

shared language

1. The members in the BlueShop virtual community use common terms or jargons.

2. Members in the BlueShop virtual community use understandable communication
pattern during the discussion.

3. Members in the BlueShop virtual community use understandable narrative forms to
post messages or articles.

shared vision
1. Members in the BlueShop virtual community share the vision of helping others solve

their professional problems.

2. Members in the BlueShop virtual community share the same goal of learning from
each other.

3. Members in the BlueShop virtual community share the same value that helping
others is pleasant.
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In the next stage of measurement development, Yli-renko et al. (2001) selected items for the
structural and relational dimensions from the existing one by Tsai and Goshal (1998), while developing
new items for the cognitive one. In their paper, the structural dimension was termed as social
interaction, while the relational one as relationship quality. Furthermore, the cognitive dimension was
defined as customer network ties [45]. Wasko and Faraj (2005) proposed a self-rating scale for the
cognitive dimension and applied the technique of Tsai and Ghoshal (1998) for the operationalization of
the structural dimension. They also defined two subscales for the relational one (i.e., commitment and
reciprocity), adapting previously operationalized scales from past literature [46–48]. These approaches
were synthesized and validated in the aforementioned study by Chiu et al. (2006), which set a virtual,
professional, IT-related community (i.e., BlueShop) in Taiwan as the subject of the analysis [43].

Although previous research indicates that the two previously discussed viewpoints constitute the
majority of the empirical measurement approaches in terms of the perceived individual social capital
on social media, the paper at hand intends to explore unique, emerging measurement techniques
as well, to offer a broad and detailed scope for future studies. The present article aims to scope
out the practical characteristics of the empirical studies evaluating social capital constructs on social
media, therefore, measuring individual social capital. Based on the previous studies, social capital
measurement techniques will be evaluated through a scoping review of 80 published studies to
determine the measurement approaches used in past research. Papers employing bridging, bonding,
and/or maintained social capital will be explored, followed by those of the multidimensional view,
along with a discussion of unique social capital measurement approaches. The goal of the present
paper is to: (i) span a broad and detailed scope, (ii) evaluate these techniques, and (iii) identify possible
similarities or differences, to provide a more transparent view about the state of this research area and
its possible empirical performance and explanatory power.

3. Search and Filtering Method

The scoping review methodology [49,50] was applied to map the current state of the scientific
knowledge and identify possibly existing research gaps. A scoping review is appropriate here, as it
provides an opportunity for a broader research question and the avoidance of bias-assessment.

A multi-keyword search was employed in ProQuest and Google Scholar (i.e., “social capital”
AND (“social media” OR “social network” OR “SNS” OR “SM”)). The collection of scientific literature
followed a funnel approach [51]. Only peer-reviewed articles, peer-reviewed conference proceedings
and peer-reviewed book chapters were included into the search criteria. The search process identified
2478 records.

Four manually performed filtering steps were performed on the 2478 records: (a) abstracts and
reference lists were checked (139 records remaining), (b) quantitative studies were kept (65 records
remaining), (c) studies that did not measure social capital were eliminated (53 records remaining),
and (d) the citations of the remaining 53 papers were reviewed backwards and forwards. After the
four steps were complete, the final set of n = 80 records remained.

Additional inclusion criteria for the final set of publications were as follows. The manuscript has
to: (a) appear in a peer-reviewed article or conference proceedings or book chapter, (b) be written
in the English language, (c) set individual, perceived social capital as the focus, (d) investigate this
phenomenon on one or more social media platforms, and (e) empirically measure the perceived social
capital in a quantitative manner.

The categorization for comparison and coding were performed using tables in Excel, involving the
application of the cultural view, the multidimensional one, or a unique approach. The elements of the
operationalized constructs were collected for evaluation based on consistency, joined with the collection
of authors, whom the analyzed publications refer to in this regard. Furthermore, the dimension
names were collected with attention to papers empirically investigating the multidimensional view of
social capital, or using unique measurement approaches. This process involved the authors and two
additional, independent reviewers stemming from the respective scientific areas of research.
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4. Results

The analysis is based on the observations and trends extracted from the systematically collected
literature. As previously indicated, two distinct operationalization techniques emerged from the
analyzed n = 80 records: the majority, (i.e., two thirds (66%; 53 items)) of the analyzed publications
investigated bridging, bonding, and/or maintained social capital constructs. These studies followed
the theoretical considerations of Putnam (2000). The multidimensional view was explored by one-fifth
(18%; 15 items) of the papers. These two viewpoints represent a contrast in terms of polarity, as they
did not intersect regarding their direction of operationalization; however, none of the analyzed articles
empirically compared these two concepts.

Bridging social capital was present in all empirical studies that operationalized the social capital
constructs according to the cultural view, with the exception of one manuscript. Bonding capital
appeared in almost all studies apart from six, thereby indicating its importance. Merely six studies
quantified maintained social capital. The description of individual measurement items was explored,
based on its cruciality for future replication possibilities. The review concluded that replication was
not possible in 18% (nine items) of the studies interpreting bridging, bonding, and/or maintained social
capital measurement on social media, as a lack of a measurement item description.

Through the analysis of individual measurement items, it became evident that there is
a considerable diversity in terms of how many, and what kind of items the studies employed.
Among the underlying reasons for difference is that the performed principal component analyses (PCA)
and confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) delivered different results in individual studies, resulting
in the exclusion of at least one or more measurement item. The measurement consistency in the
cultural view of social capital was clearly visible in other terms, in the cases of all three measurement
constructs (i.e., bridging, bonding, and maintained); however, considerable heterogeneity was found
in the operationalization techniques of the multidimensional view.

Table 3 offers a summary of the measurement constructs of each social capital dimension
according to the multidimensional view in the 15 analyzed papers, with the exception of Chiu and
colleagues (2006).

As Table 3 illustrates, there are distinct differences in terms of sources for measurement
operationalization and the construct names for all three dimensions. More specifically, Chiu and
colleagues (2006) analyzed the structural dimension by employing one construct (social interaction
ties). However, Table 3 shows a variety of construct names (e.g., social networking, instrumental
network ties, expressive network ties) in this regard, combined with the diverse operationalization
techniques. This trend is visible in terms of the relational and cognitive dimensions as well. It is,
however, necessary to note that all studies analyzed in this view offered clear sources in applied
measurement, combined with the availability of the measurement items, which can greatly enhance
the possibility of replication and the ability of results generalization in a cumulative manner.

The majority of the sampled records employed either the cultural or the multidimensional view of
social capital, along with their matching measurement techniques. Unique approaches are summarized
in Table 4.

Table 4 reveals a high degree of consistency in the wording for social capital; however, quite distinct
differences regarding operationalization techniques are observable as well. While all studies mentioned
in Table 4 aimed to analyze the same theoretical concept (i.e., social capital), with a clear majority
evaluating bridging, bonding and maintained constructs, the previously mentioned heterogeneity in
operationalization discussed in the multidimensional view, extended with these unique approaches,
further indicates that there is no particular measurement in this social capital view, which can be
considered as common starting point. Quite the contrary, these results address the uncertainty regarding
the construct measurement of social capital. Albeit the hypotheses aiming to find relationships with
various constructs and social capital itself, were verified in the individual papers, they depicted these
results through plentiful operationalization techniques.
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Table 3. Evaluation of the 15 items (19%) of the final set of publications operationalizing social
capital measurement constructs according to the multidimensional view. Abbreviations used:
struct. = structural, dim. = dimension, constr. = construct, meas. = measurement(s), rel. = relational,
cogn. = cognitive.

Study Struct. Dim.
Constr. Name(s)

Struct. Dim.
Constr. Meas.

Rel. Dim. Constr.
Name(s)

Rel. Dim.
Construct Meas.

Cogn. Dim.
Constr. Name(s)

Cogn. Dim.
Constr. Meas.

Meas. Items
Present in the

Article (yes/no)

[52] structural capital [53,54] relational capital [45] cognitive capital [53,54] yes

[55] - - relational capital [45,53] - - yes

[56] social networking [57] trust [58] shared language [36] yes

[59] - - trust [58] - - yes

[60] network ties [36] trust [58] shared vision [43] yes

[61] social interaction [43,45]
trust;

identification;
reciprocity

[43,48,62] shared language [43] yes

[63] - - social capital
identification [43,64] - - yes

[65] - - social capital
identification [43,64] - - yes

[66]

instrumental
network ties;
expressive

network ties

own items
developed

identification;
trust in online
community;

norms of
cooperation

own items
developed shared language [43] no

[67] social networking [57] trust [58] shared language own items
developed no

[68] - - trust [59] - - yes

[69] social interaction
ties [43] trust [43] shared vision [43] yes

[70] social interaction
ties [43] social trust [57] shared values [71] yes

[72] structural capital [43,57] relational capital [43,57] cognitive capital [43,57] yes

Table 4. List and basis of comparison in the cases of 12 publications employing unique
measurement approaches.

Study Name of Social Capital Measurement of Social Capital

[73] social capital affinity 5 items partially adapted from the bridging measurement
scales of [1,27].

[74] social capital affinity 5 items partially adapted from the bridging measurement
scales of [1,27].

[75] social capital users’ view count on their individual videos and users’
subscriber count on their channel

[76] Karma measured as the karma rankings of Slashdot users (see [76]
for further details)

[77] individual social capital measured as the number of readers (equation for social
capital is based on [78])

[79] individual social capital
6-item index developed for social life features that represent
effective collective action and pursuing shared objectives in

the participants’ communities

[80] social capital measured as physical (geographical) distance and strength
of friendship (number of comments between two friends)

[81]

reciprocal tagging activity
as the formation of

bridging and bonding
social capital

reciprocal actions in the form of liking/commenting a tagging
activity or sharing the specific post the users were tagged in
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Table 4. Cont.

Study Name of Social Capital Measurement of Social Capital

[82] social capital

social capital as the degree of social participation
(connectivity) + social support (content generation

engagement). Connectivity = number of friends, number of
community memberships, number of followers; social

support = number of posts written, number of comments
made, number of comments received

[83] social capital own measurement developed for civic engagement (1 item),
interpersonal trust (2 items), political knowledge (6 items)

[84] social capital

life satisfaction = adapted from the Satisfaction with Life
Scale (developed by [85]); social trust = adapted and

modified version of [86]; civic and political participation = a
reduced form of the Index of Civic and Political Engagement

developed by CIRCLE [87]

[88] social capital
political participation = 6 items adapted from the National
Election Studies; civic participation = 5 items developed;

confidence in government = 3 items developed

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The present paper aimed to discover and evaluate prior empirical social capital research conducted
in the realm of social media. The primary objective of the study was to tap into measurement
operationalization techniques used for evaluating social capital, concentrating on cultural and
multidimensional view approaches, and offering an extension into unique measurement approaches.
Our analysis involved several tasks to provide a more transparent view about the state of the preceived
individual social capital measurement on social media, and its possible empirical performance and
explanatory power: (i) span a broad and detailed scope, (ii) evaluate the techniques, and (iii) identify
possible similarities or differences. The paper intended to contribute to approaches, such as the
meta-analytical approach in Liu et al. (2016), who observed the relationship of bridging and bonding
social capital with global social media use and site activity. Such contributions can offer an opportunity
of comparison and jointly reveal effect sizes of multiple records to answer the core question, whether the
interpreted effects are existing, statistically significant, or the results of selective reporting [77–80].

From the viewpoint of interdisciplinary research, it seems necessary to discuss operationalization
technique consistency and offer a synthesis to highlight that the possibility of future meta-analyses
is strongly dependent on the comparability and coherence of measurement techniques to maintain
validity in effect size measurement and the avoidance of system-inherent bias.

By means of a scoping review, the present study assessed 80 articles to evaluate the standing
of social capital research on social media, concentrating on their operationalization techniques.
While there is a general observable trend regarding the interpretation of individual measurement
items and constructs, studies in the multidimensional view depicted great heterogeneity in terms of
operationalization and proposed measurement techniques, which indicates challenging conditions for
future meta-analytical approaches in this domain. On the other hand, studies employing the cultural
view of social capital, along with the validated measurement techniques proposed by Williams (2006)
or Ellison et al. (2007), show a high degree of consistency. It should be noted, however, that there
is heterogeneity in the individual studies in terms of employed items from these scales, based on
the results of the performed PCA and CFA analyses, resulting in possible item drops. Furthermore,
unique social capital measurement techniques on social media are also present in this research domain,
enhancing the complexity of a possible, empirical synthesis.

Social media platforms offer to fulfill the human drive to belong and have an exponentially
growing user-base. The underlying motivations for the usage of such platforms, along with the
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expected and perceived benefits as a result of being present and active on them, are especially crucial
to better understanding human behavior.

The present article aimed to provide a detailed view into the individual, perceived social capital
research on social media, and limited itself for the discussion to articles exploring this phenomenon on
at least one SM platform. However, as empirical social capital measurement is present in a plethora of
further research fields in both an online and offline context, while investigated not merely in a perceived
notion, nor solely on an individual level.

Social capital, which seems to be attached to a diverse set of behavioral phenomena [18], can be
considered as one of such phenomena; therefore, its analysis, and possible synthesis is an ever pressing
issue, since the concept of social capital is indeed a “buzzword” in science [89]. The wide array of
measurement approaches discussed in this article, however, raise questions about the measurement:
do they measure the same concept, or, as the opposite extreme, maybe none of them do.

The importance of social capital research on social media has possible individual benefits in
terms of student learning outcomes, based on the discussed benefits of weak ties as an example.
Further benefits include a diverse set of research areas, including the challenge of the cultural
barriers for women’s economic independence and autonomy [90], highlighting the importance of
these investigations aiming to reduce inequalities. This cruciality also manifests itself in labor
market studies, wherein individual social capital can be considered as an enabler for successful labor
market integration [91]. It also manifests itself in healthcare research, since online conversations can
possibly strengthen patient–caregiver connections, leading to successful online health communities,
and ultimately, effective policy interventions [92]. Albeit, these examples are far from reaching
comprehensivity, they do indicate the relevance of both the existence of social media for the benefits of
humanity, and the diversity of areas on which social media can possibly provide benefits for individuals
through enabling social capital.

Machine-learning based methods can further enhance the results of such empirical investigations,
(e.g., sentiment analysis [93–97]), which could be employed as an extension to reveal the underlying
sentiment in student communication present on forums, and class discussion boards. The usage of
big data in data sciences, especially in the research area of digital marketing, indicate the crucial
importance of such investigations, involving numerous industrial areas, detailed recently by Saura
(2020). While companies aim to leverage from such methods, from which the author distinguished
nine individual core topics [98], highlighting social media listening as well, the empirical research
of individual, perceived social capital might offer crucial insights for corporations aiming to achieve
effective digital marketing strategies. This implication is also supported by the relevant publications on
the importance of social media marketing, wherein electronic word of mouth (e-WOM) is facilitated by
user-generated content, which empowers customers with the ability of sharing their experiences about
brands, products, or firms, in which trust plays a key role. [99] Trust is an essential part of the perceived,
individual social capital according to the presently discussed views of individual social capital.

It is recommended that future research determines, in detail, how and in what manner, levels of
individual online social capital on social media can possibly enable corporational profit enhancements
through the mediating role of electronic word of mouth, possibly leading to more refined customer
relationship management, accompanied with a positive brand perception.
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